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Out with the old



In with the new infection prevention 

Program



What brought about the changes?

• International concern around HAI’s

• Lack of new antimicrobials and the rise of Super bugs

• Better evidence around the efficacy of our prevention  

strategies 

• National guidelines

• States implementing IP KPI’s

• Local interest and involvement- quality safety and 

improvement.



International IPCP
Core components of IPCP as categorised by WHO 

• Technical guidelines

• Human resources

• Surveillance of infections and assessments of compliance to 

prevention strategies

• Microbiology lab support

• Environmental minimum requirements

• Monitoring and evaluation of programs (accreditation)

• Links with public health and MoH



Components to an effective IPP 

program

1. Organisation of infection control at the hospital level

2. Bed occupancy

3. Staffing Workload, Employment of pool or agency staff

4. Availability of an ease of access to materials and equipment

5. Appropriate use of guidelines, Education and training 

6. Auditing surveillance



National standard 3



NHMRC recommendations

• Appropriate governance and appropriate IPC staffing

• CEO taking control of governance for IP&C program

• Defined outcome measures

• All staff adequately trained in infection prevention principles

• Patient centred care

• Development of a risk management policy



So what should a IPC Program look like?

Most program maybe 

• KPI driven

• Guidelines/ policy/ council guidelines

• Local need driven

• Board driven

• Patient driven?

• Quality?



Which super bug would you rather?



Masters of everything



http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Herding+Cats+Video&Form=VQFRVP#view=det

ail&mid=97CB76EBD0CE82C5861597CB76EBD0CE82C58615

A saying that refers to an 
attempt to control or organize a 
class of entities which are 
uncontrollable or chaotic. 

Implies that a task is extremely 
difficult to do, primarily due to a 
multitude of factors.

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Herding+Cats+Video&Form=VQFRVP#view=detail&mid=97CB76EBD0CE82C5861597CB76EBD0CE82C58615
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Our Heritage



St Vincent’s Hospital

The Home of Kings Cross ER

http://www.citv.com.au/kings-cross-er/

http://www.citv.com.au/kings-cross-er/






What are Capabilities?

• Behavioural Capabilities are a group of related knowledge, skills, and attributes that 

contribute to successful job performance and, ultimately, to the goals and priorities of 

an organisation.

• Capabilities are typically expressed in terms of demonstrable on-the-job behaviours. 

• St Vincent’s Health Australia has defined the capabilities that the organisation desires 

across our employee and leadership population. These capabilities are then used as 

the basis for key people decisions, including recruitment of new staff.

• Support SVHA’s vision, mission and values, and objectives. 



About the SVHA Capability Framework

• The Capability Framework has been designed to support learning and 

development needs across the organisation. 

• The Capability Framework can also be used to support recruitment and 

performance management purposes.  

• It is focused on 8 core abilities required of our staff. 

• There are 5 different levels of abilities (depending on complexity of job roles 

and responsibilities). Each level builds on and adds to the one before – level 3 

incorporates levels 1 & 2 etc.

• The Framework can be used as a management tool for line managers and 

staff to articulate the demonstrable on the job behaviours required of people in 

particular roles and to help identify development needs.

• The language used in the definitions accommodates all aspects of our Group 

businesses; public and private hospitals as well as aged care facilities and 

assists in creating a common language.

• The Framework has also been mapped to our strategy- enVision 2025



Our Strategy: enVision 2025



Our Ambition

enVision 2025 

outlines an 

ambitious but 

achievable 

program for 

growth and 

leadership over 

the next few 

years.



SVHA Capability Framework

The Capability Framework has been designed in the context of 

mission and values as follows:

• Mission defines what we are about

• Values are what motivate us

• Capability is how we go about delivering our mission

An individual’s ability to understand and behave in a manner 

consistent with Mission and values and a leader’s capacity to 

describe leadership in the context of a Catholic Church ministry is 

core to delivering our Mission; these concepts are incorporated into 

the capability “Personal Effectiveness”. 

Work was undertaken by the Directors of Mission to ensure the 

behaviours and language in the Framework properly reflect our 

Mission and values.

Technical skill 
and 

competence

Attitudes 
and beliefs

Capabilities



Collaboration

Working With & 
Managing Others

O
u

tc
o

m
e

s Seeks to advance our Mission by coming up with new ideas and practical solutions; identifies opportunities for 
viable improvements in systems and procedures and takes responsibility to address them; implements appropriate 

changes so as to help improve effectiveness and efficiency and create a culture of excellence
Innovation &

Improvement

SVHA Capability Framework- 8 Core Capabilities Defined

P
e

o
p

le

Sees and respects the dignity of each person by encouraging, supporting and enabling others to flourish and 
achieve their full potential; proactively manages the performance  of direct reports; offers feedback; encourages 

individual empowerment; balances multiple and sometimes conflicting interests

In the spirit of unity, willingly cooperates and works collaboratively towards solutions which benefit all involved 
parties; works with others to accomplish organisation objectives; promotes collaboration and partnerships; 

achieves common goals by sharing information and knowledge; influences and negotiates in pursuit of objectives 
where required; builds and maintains an active network of strong working relationships at multiple levels

S
tr

a
te

g
y

Identifies and plans future directions and priorities based on understanding of our Catholic identity, the business, 
the environment and the intent of key stakeholders; strives to deliver standards of excellence; discerns patterns 
and trends; applies systemic thinking; prioritises, clarifies roles and responsibilities in alignment with our Mission

Understands key drivers for organisational performance and uses of sound business practices; ability to use 
corporate principles and incorporate Mission and Values in areas of responsibility; utilises data and information to 

make sound business decisions that promote effectiveness, excellence, safety, patient centred activity, profitability, 
revenue and growth based on principles of ethical discernment and practice

Organisational
Acumen

Driving 
Results

P
e

rs
o

n
a

l

Learning 
Agility

Personal 

Effectiveness

In concert with our gifts, talents and principles of Mission formation we learn new skills and ideas, apply our 
knowledge to new situations; adjust our behaviours in light of new information, changing situations or different 

environments to work efficiently and effectively; commit to and take responsibility for own learning; apply reflective 
practice; demonstrate resilience and comfort with ambiguity

Embraces Mission by striving to achieve goals or results with determination and enthusiasm; seeks opportunities 
to improve the patient /family experience; proactively contributes with lasting impact on organisation; has an 

effective and efficient work style; acts justly and with integrity; treats others with compassion; strives for 
excellence; stepping up to challenges; accepts responsibility for quality of work; being accountable for 

achievement of results

Patient / 
Resident 
Centred

Keeps the patient/resident as the centre of all activity (clinical and non-clinical) ; applies principles of person-
centered holistic care that meets individual needs; strives to address the patient/resident needs and concerns, 
establishes and maintains effective relationships and gains their trust and respect; applies principles of justice, 

human dignity and compassion in caring for patients; looks for opportunities to improve service



Innovation &
Improvement

Responds to 

problems

Service 

innovation

Continuous 

improvement
Identifies issues

Industry

innovationO
u

tc
o

m
e

s Patient/Resident 

Centred
Patient

conscious

Drives 

reputation

Patient 

excellence
Patient focused

Community

focused

Achieve goals
Executes

strategy
Drives for resultsDelivers results

Establishes

strategy
Driving

Results

S
tr

a
te

g
y

Understands 

work area

Medium term 

planning 

Short term

planning 

Understands

Interdependencies

Business

acumen

Organisational

Acumen

Monitors self Inspires othersLeads othersMonitors others
Leads 

organisation

Team player
Develops 

partnerships

Operates cross

functionally
Collaborates

Develops

networks
Patient / Customer

Focus

P
e

o
p

le

Collaboration

Increasing levels of responsibility and complexity
TACTICAL STRATEGIC

LEVEL1

Tactical

Execution

LEVEL 2

Tactical

Delivery

LEVEL 3

Tactical

Direction

LEVEL 4

Strategic

Delivery

LEVEL 5

Strategic

Direction

SVHA Capability Framework- 5 Levels of Capability

Role and 

Responsibilities

Individual 

contributor 

and team 

member

Leadership 

of across 

complex 

business

Management 

of a function

Supervises 

and gets work 

done through 

others

Systemic 

leadership 

of multiple 

businesses

Working With &

Managing Others

Continuous 

learning
ResilienceFlexibilityAdaptability Synergistic

Learning 

Agility 

P
e

rs
o

n
a

l

Manages 

own performance

Generates 

impact
Executes results

Plans & 

organises

Positions for

future
Personal 

Effectiveness



Mandatory Training



SVHA Mission and values

• Compassion- “Do no harm”, putting the patient at the 

centre of our care.

• Justice- Ensuring a safe environment for our patients

• Integrity- Ensuring we do not breach the concept of 

“TRUST” with our patient care

• Excellence- Ensuring each patient contact is a safe contact-

Moment 1 before each touch/ contact. Offering patient 
centric care.





SWOT –SVH IPM strategic plan 2014-17

• Improve/standardise hand hygiene 
compliance/products

• Develop robust program for aseptic 
technique – audits, clinical assessment

• Improve Antimicrobial Stewardship program
• Develop comprehensive patient safety 

training program
• Use of antibiograms to engage clinicians
• Develop consumer friendly reports

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

WEAKNESSES



Giulietta’s top 5 for a successful Prevention and Infection 

Control Program at SVH 2013-15

Top 5 priorities

• Cleaning up the hospital and stopping CRE transmission 

in ICU

• Reducing line infections and bacteraemia

• Preventing surgical site infections-Sternal Wound 

Working Party

• Developing a facility wide Infection Prevention Strategic 

Plan & formulation of a hospital specific infection 

prevention management committee

• Research- BEARDS study- education + practice 

improvement



Team work



Think outside of the box! Try 

something different



Engage staff



Challenges of infection protection!



Personality & Motivation



Teams Vs Committees 

A committee:

Individuals bring representation 

Productive capacity = single most 

able member

A team:

Individuals bring fundamental 

knowledge

Synergistic - productive capacity = 

more than the sum of all the 

individual team members



Leading Change for Improvement

‘Here is Edward Bear coming 

downstairs now, bump, bump, 

bump, on the back of his head, 

behind Christopher Robin. 

It is, as far as he knows, the only 

way of coming downstairs, but 

sometimes he feels that there 

really is another way, if only he 

could stop bumping for a moment 

and think of it.’   

A. 

A. Milne



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V74AxCqOTvg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V74AxCqOTvg
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Find a coach

All IPC’s could benefit from a 

good coach.

Celebrate
Your 

successes





Thank you


